We consider geodesics of infinite length and constant 4d dilaton in the (classical) hypermultiplet moduli space of type II Calabi-Yau compactifications. When approaching such infinite distance points, a large amount of D-instantons develop an exponentially suppressed action, substantially modifying the moduli space metric.
Introduction
The Swampland Program [1] (see [2, 3] for reviews) addresses one of the most fascinating questions in modern theoretical High Energy Physics: the constraints that quantum gravity imposes on effective field theories. It also lies at the core of one of the most important aspects of String Theory: its predictivity. A large fraction of the recent activity in this topic stems from the initial swampland conjectures [4, 5] . From these, particular attention has recently been given to the Swampland Distance Conjecture (SDC), which states that the field space of the effective theory contains geodesic paths of infinite distance and that, when reaching their endpoints, an infinite tower of resonances decrease their mass exponentially fast. The analysis of this conjecture in different string theory setups , has eventually led to support the Emergence Proposal [3, 12, 13, 29, 30] , in which weak gauge couplings and infinite distances in field space are postulated to arise from the integration of a tower of light fields.
Besides trying to understand the different proposals within the Swampland Program at a fundamental level, one would also like to test them in the current set of string theory vacua [31, 32] . To do so, one must understand the interplay of the different Swampland
Conjectures with the ingredients in such string constructions. Two ingredients of this sort are internal background fluxes and non-perturbative effects, which play a key role in the proposals for de Sitter vacua populating the Landscape [33, 34] . On the one hand, potentials generated by fluxes do play a role in Swampland-related ideas challenging such proposals [35, 36] , which have been connected to the SDC and the Emergence Proposal in [3, 19] . On the other hand, the role of non-perturbative effects remains less clear in this picture. In fact, the interplay between the Swampland Conjectures and non-perturbative effects has mostly originated from the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) for axions [4] , which constrains models of natural inflation and generalisations, see e.g. [37] [38] [39] .
The purpose of this work is to confront non-perturbative effects with yet another Swampland Conjecture, namely the Swampland Distance Conjecture. Notice that, a priori, the WGC for axions does not prevent trans-Planckian periodicities. It only states that in this case non-perturbative effects will be strong enough to spoil the one-instanton approximation. This is a serious drawback when trying to generate monotonic potentials via non-perturbative effects, but it may not be an issue in other instances. In particular, one may consider models with extended supersymmetry like 4d N = 2 theories, where the effect of instantons is to modify the metric for the moduli space of hypermultiplets, but no potential is generated.
A well-known set of 4d N = 2 theories is obtained from compactifying type II string theory on Calabi-Yau manifolds. This class of compactifications has been extensively studied in the literature, and has led to remarkable results like the resolution of the conifold singularity in the vector multiplet moduli space by taking into account the presence of a light D-particle [40] , and its counterpart in the hypermultiplet moduli space by a large number of D-instantons [41] . The relation between these two effects can be made precise by means of the c-map [42, 43] , which maps D-particles charged under the vector multiplets of type IIA/B string theory on X to D-instantons modifying the hypermultiplet moduli space of type IIB/A on the same Calabi-Yau. Interestingly, the same underlying principle that allows to resolve the conifold singularity in [40] was invoked in [12] to propose the emergence of infinite distances and weakly coupled gauge interactions in CY vector moduli spaces. The main difference with respect to the case in [40] is that, instead of one, an infinite set of D-particles becomes light when reaching an infinite distance point, in agreement with the Swampland Distance Conjecture.
In this paper we analyse the behaviour of the N = 2 theory along trajectories in the hypermultiplet moduli space. This is in general a complicated problem because, unlike its vector multiplet counterpart, the classical metric for hypermultiplets receives g s and α -corrections, both at the perturbative and non-perturbative level. Nevertheless, we consider a region in moduli space in which the quantum corrected metric can be computed.
In this region one may define infinite distance geodesics in terms of the classical moduli space metric, before any perturbative or non-perturbative corrections have been taken into account, and then see what is the effect of the quantum corrections. We find that, as we approach certain (classical) infinite distance point, towers of towers of D-instantons decrease their action very fast -exponentially fast in the classical proper distancesubstantially modifying the metric. The modification is such that the infinite distance geodesic is no longer so in the quantum corrected metric.
Besides the metric, the presence of small-action instantons modify the classical relation between the 4d Planck mass and the string scale. Near the classical infinite distance point the ratio M P /M s blows up, and goes like √ N , where N can be understood as the number of D-instantons towers that contribute non-trivially to the metric. Therefore, if one insists to keep the 4d Planck mass constant the string scale has to be lowered accordingly, acting like a species scale. If on the contrary one keeps M s fixed, these become points in which gravity inevitably decouples.
These two results are very suggestive from the viewpoint of the setup in [12] , which can be related to ours by compactifying on a circle and applying a chain of dualities. Indeed, they can both be related to one-loop corrections involving N light D-particles in the dual theory. In particular, the quantum corrected metric can be understood as generated from one-loop corrections as in the original Emergence proposal, but now in the case of a threedimensional effective theory. This can in turn be interpreted as an interesting extension of the Swampland Distance Conjecture to the three-dimensional case. Moreover, it shows that the use of instanton-corrected metrics constitutes a systematic and precise method to encode the physics of many light D-particles, and therefore a powerful tool to test Swampland criteria.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the setup in which we will perform our computations, namely type IIB string theory on a Calabi-Yau, and the classical infinite distance trajectory that we consider. The main tool for our analysis will be the so-called tensor potential, which automatically encodes the relevant D-instanton effects. In Section 3 we will analyse the behaviour of this tensor potential along the said trajectory, together with that of the quantum corrected metric that can be derived from it. We compute the trajectory length in the quantum corrected metric, finding it to be finite, and the quantum corrected kinetic terms for the periodic directions, which we interpret in terms of the electric and magnetic WGC for axions. Finally, we interpret our findings in terms of the dual setup with D-particles in three-dimensions, and we draw our conclusions in Section 4.
Several technical details have been relegated to the appendices. In Appendix A we review the c-map relating vector multiplet and hypermultiplet moduli spaces. In Appendix B we discuss how the contact potential can be used to resolve conifold singularities in the hypermultiplet moduli space of type IIB CY compactifications. In Appendix C we detail the prescription used to compute the asymptotic behaviour of the type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space metric for the region of interest in the main text. Finally, Appendix D extends our discussion to the case of hypermultiplet moduli spaces in type IIA compactifications, where we compute the exact metric using the standard methods in the literature.
Type IIB on Calabi-Yau manifolds and instantons
In this section we describe the framework in which we perform our analysis. Throughout most of the paper we consider type IIB string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau. The instantons that appear in the 4d N = 2 effective theory will affect the metric of the hypermultiplet moduli space. As we will discuss, along a trajectory of infinite distance which increases the volume and the string coupling, such non-perturbative effects can be encoded in a function dubbed tensor potential, which we estimate. In the next section we analyse the consequences of such corrections for the hypermultiplet moduli space metric.
The type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space
Let us consider type IIB string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau three-fold X. At low energies, one obtains a 4d N = 2 effective theory whose field content is given by a gravity multiplet, h 2,1 (X) vector multiplets and h 1,1 (X) + 1 hypermultiplets. The scalars within these multiplets parametrise the moduli space of the effective theory which, by general 4d N = 2 arguments, factorises at the two-derivative level as
Here M VM is a special Kähler manifold described by h 2,1 vector multiplet complex scalars [44] , and M HM is a quaternionic-Kähler manifold parametrised by 4(h 1,1 + 1) real scalars within the hypermultiplets [45] . In the following we will be mostly interested in the hypermultiplet sector of the theory, whose scalar field content is summarised in table 1: The universal hypermultiplet contains the axion dilaton τ = τ 1 + iτ 2 = C 0 + ie 
where s = 2π √ α is the string length, and {γ a } is a basis of H 2 (X, Z) such that all areas t a are positive. They also contain the integrals of the RR potentials over such two-cycles
where the two-forms d a 2 are the 4d duals of the scalars d a .
Describing the type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space metric is in general seen as an arduous problem because, unlike its vector multiplet counterpart, its classical expression receives all kinds of g s and α -corrections, both at the perturbative and non-perturbative level. Particularly difficult to handle are the non-perturbative corrections that that arise from D-branes and NS5-branes wrapping even-dimensional cycles in the internal manifold X, and seen as instantons in the 4d effective theory [46, 47] . Nevertheless, a remarkable amount of progress has been achieved in this direction, by a combined use of dualities, discrete symmetries and twistor methods [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] (see [56] for a review). One key ingredient in this approach is the transformation known as c-map [42, 43] , which we review in The properties of the c-map are very suggestive when combined with the results of [12, 20, 24] , and allow to analyse them from a different perspective. Indeed, in the setup in [12, 20, 24] infinite towers of D-particles become massless exponentially fast when approaching points of infinite distance along geodesics of M VM , giving a neat realisation of the Swampland Distance Conjecture [5] . When embedding such geodesics into M HM via the c-map, D-particles should be replaced by D-instantons with exponentially decreasing action. The importance of such D-instanton effects on the moduli space metric should parallel the relevance of the light D-particles one-loop contribution, whose precise form is crucial to the Emergence Proposal. In the following we will see that, indeed, along paths of infinite distance in M IIB HM (X) infinite towers of D-instantons develop an exponentially suppressed action, dramatically modifying the classical moduli space metric.
Geodesics of infinite distance
Within the scalar field content of table 1, only τ 2 = e −φ and the t a are non-periodic coordinates of M IIB HM (X). It is thus natural to construct geodesics of infinite distance by performing rescalings on such fields. One may in particular consider rescalings increasing the value of the Kähler coordinates t a , corresponding to different decompactification limits. As discussed in [24, 28] , the monodromy orbits around the corresponding points of infinite distance are well understood and can be classified.
In the following we will consider the following trajectory in M IIB HM (X)
where σ ∈ (0, ∞) parametrises the trajectory and x 0 is an interior point of M IIB HM (X). For simplicity we will consider x 0 such that the periodic fields in table 1 have vanishing vev.
One can then easily show that, with the classical metric, the above path corresponds to a geodesic of infinite length, as we discuss in the next section. This choice also allows to use the c-map to describe a trajectory in M IIA VM (X), where the periodic fields (b
are absent. In this sense, notice that the trajectory (2.4) is different form the ones taken in [24] because it not only takes us to large volume, but also to strong coupling. The reason for taking this limit is to keep the classical 4d Planck mass invariant
where
is the string scale, and V (t) = 1 6 K abc t a t b t c stands for the volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold X in string units and in the string frame, with K abc the triple intersection numbers of X. This kind of field space trajectory keeping the Planck mass constant has also been considered in [28] , among other possibilities.
In [24] it was argued that, even if the large volume limit takes M P → ∞, one may still consider quotients of the form m/M P , where m is the mass of a certain mode, and that such quotients may decrease exponentially near the infinite distance point. It is easy to see that if m corresponds to, e.g. a D-particle, the dilaton dependence will cancel out, and the mass ratio along the path will not depend on whether we rescale τ 2 or not.
However, the same kind of reasoning cannot be applied to D-instantons, because in this case there is no scale to which to compare their individual action. We will therefore stick to the dilaton-dependent trajectory (2.4) which, in the original spirit of the Swampland Program [1, 5] , in principle avoids gravity-decoupling limits.
In fact, following the trajectory (2.4) in M IIA VM (X) is mirror symmetric to the kind of infinite distance directions studied in [12] for M IIB VM (Y ), where Y is the Calabi-Yau manifold mirror to X. Indeed, for such a Calabi-Yau manifold we have that
where in the last step we have approximated Ω by its large complex structure expression.
Here ζ a = Im(X a /X 0 ) are defined in terms of the periods Π a Ω over the A-cycles, and in particular X 0 stands for the period of the reference three-cycle Π 0 . In the large complex structure limit ζ a → ∞, one can only keep V Y finite by taking |X 0 | → 0, collapsing the reference A-cycle Π 0 , whose volume plays the same role as τ 2 in (2.4). In fact, upon mirror symmetry a D3-brane wrapping X 0 ⊂ Y becomes a D0-brane pointlike in X, and
s, IIA . Therefore, a decreasing volume of the reference A-cycle in Y maps to a strong coupling limit on its mirror manifold X. 
Therefore, for large values of σ, the relevant non-perturbative corrections amount to D(-1) and D1-brane instantons or bound states of them. In the following we will analyse their effect, together with those of perturbative corrections, on the metric of M IIB HM (X).
1 Conversely, the mirror trajectory to (2.4) in M IIA HM (Y ) does not involve any strong coupling regime. As discussed in Appendix D, all our results can also be recovered in this type IIA framework.
The tensor potential at infinite distance
The metric of the quaternionic-Kähler manifold M HM can be encoded in a real function χ, which essentially plays the role of a Kähler potential [58, 59] . In the type IIB case, whenever D3, D5 and NS5 instantons can be neglected, the hypermultiplet sector can be described in terms of tensor multiplets, and χ can be computed in terms of a potential for the latter [60] . Such a potential, usually dubbed tensor or contact potential, has been obtained in [50] and can be seen as a sum of two terms
is the classical contribution to the potential and 
The contribution from the term k = 0 corresponds to the D(-1)-brane corrections, together with the one-loop corrections on g s and α , if one sets n
, that is to (minus) the Euler characteristic of X.
In general, the metric in M IIB HM (X) will receive further corrections not captured by χ corr , coming from Euclidean D3, D5 and NS5-branes. These will be however negligible in certain limits, like when resolving conifold singularities via instantons [41] . Indeed, as shown in [61] and in Appendix B, one may use (2.9) to see how a conifold singularity in M IIB HM is resolved by the contributions of Euclidean D1-instantons. In a similar spirit, one may use (2.9) to analyse the effect of D-instantons when approaching the infinite distance limit σ → ∞ in (2.4). Again, the effects of Euclidean D3, D5 and NS5-branes are negligible, so the potential (2.7) should determine the metric of this region of M IIB HM (X). Notice that, even if this is a region of strong coupling, by construction the SL(2, Z)-invariant expression for (2.7) provides exact results on g s [50] . 2 Alternatively, since the scaling (2.4) takes us to the strong coupling and large Einstein frame volumes, one may consider computing the metric of this region in F-theory or, via the c-map, in the M-theory context. The latter computation was carried out in [62] , where the same expression for χ was recovered. Finally, as discussed in Appendix D one may perform the same computations as below in the type IIA mirror trajectory within M IIA HM (Y ), where no strong coupling limit is involved. Before taking the limit, it is useful to perform a Poisson resummation on the integer n in (2.9), that makes manifest the origin of each of the corrections. One finds [52] 
12)
13)
Here χ pert can be interpreted as the one-loop corrections in α and g s , respectively, while χ WS are the world-sheet instanton corrections. In the latter, the vector k > 0 runs over effective homology classes H + 2 (X, Z), and it is such that at least one of its entries k a ∈ N is non-vanishing, while Li s (x) = branes. To describe it we define the extended vectors z
and k Λ = (k 0 , k) = 0, where now k ≥ 0 and k Λ = 0. Each term of the sum corresponds to a bound state of m D1-branes wrapping rational curves on the class k a γ a and mk 0 D(-1)-branes, with classical action
Clearly, most of the terms in χ pert + χ WS quickly vanish along the trajectory (2.4), with the exception of one constant term that can also be neglected when χ cl is much larger.
Regarding χ D the different terms in the sum will be negligible or not, depending on the argument of the modified Bessel function K 1 . On the one hand, for x 1 we can
e −x and such terms can be neglected. On the other hand, for
and therefore such terms cannot be neglected.
As the argument of K 1 is the real part of (2.15), this translates into the fact that instantons with large Re S m,k Λ can be neglected in χ D , while those with small Re S m,k Λ may give a substantial correction to χ cl . To sum up, we find that in the large volume and strong coupling limit, and more precisely as we proceed along the infinite distance trajectory (2.4), the non-negligible part of the contact potential will read
since these are the terms that will dominate the sum. Applying the above asymptotics one then obtains
where m, k Λ are still such that (2.17) holds. Of course, the set of instantons satisfying this condition depends on the value of σ along the trajectory. Switching off the vev of the periodic fields, in particular those of b a , we have that (2.17) translates into the condition
σ |τ 2 (x 0 ) 1. There will be then several towers of instantons contributing to χ, with the following spectrum of actions:
This spectrum reproduces the mass spectrum of D-particles found in [12] for their case d = 3, as expected from applying the c-map and mirror symmetry. Notice that in our case we have a natural way of selecting a subset of instantons within the whole tower.
As dictated from the general expression for χ, only those instantons satisfying (2.17) will significantly correct the metric in M HM . In the D-particle setup of [12] , a similar cutoff was invoked in terms of the species bound, leading to specific corrections for gauge couplings and field space metrics which then led to the Emergence Proposal. In the next section we will discuss how to address the same questions from the instanton viewpoint.
Towers of instantons and emergence
In the following we will explore the consequences of the instanton corrections to the hypermultiplet moduli space metric, as codified in the corrected potential (2.16). First, the instanton effects correct the relation between the string scale and the 4d Planck mass, such that it overcomes the classical relation as we approach the infinite distance point.
As a consequence, if the string scale is kept constant along the trajectory the 4d Planck mass blows up. Second, the corrections to the metric are such that they also overcome the classical metric, and render the trajectory of finite length. Finally, we analyse the corrected axion decay constants from the viewpoint of the Weak Gravity Conjecture, and
show that their value is in agreement with the appearance of tensionless strings.
The 4d Planck mass
One interesting observations (see e.g. [53] ) is that the tensor potential in (2.7) can be interpreted as χ = e −2φ 4 , where φ 4 is the T-duality invariant quantity known as the fourdimensional dilaton. In particular, χ cl can be interpreted as the classical value for e −2φ 4 and χ as the quantum corrected version of the same quantity. Notice that at the classical level we have the relation
which one may promote to the full χ, giving a quantum corrected version of the relation between the Planck and string scales. Indeed, in [63] the term k = 0 in (2.9), was argued to correct such a relation, so (3.1) can be seen as an extension to the full set of instantons.
Let us see the consequences of the relation (3.1) in our setup, namely as we approach the infinite distance point along (2.4). Taking the approximation (2.18) and for simplicity switching off the vevs of the periodic fields τ 1 , b a , c a , so that ζ Λ = 0 one obtains
where the condition 2πm|k 0 e
σ | 1 must be imposed. In the second line we have used that
converges very quickly for the first few terms, and so in practice the restriction on the sum over m can be neglected. One can also see that, for a given value of k, the number of k 0 that satisfy the above condition is essentially always the same, and that it is similar to the k 0 's satisfying the condition 2π|k 0 | e 
where k , one may parametrise its total growth as Ξ X (σ) ∼ e h 1,1 (
were non-zero for any value of k and of similar magnitude we would have η = , while if they were bounded one should have η = 1/2 for some σ large enough. Plugging this result into (3.1), we see that as we approach the infinite distance point the 4d Planck mass behaves as
where essentially N sp is the number of instantons contributing significantly to χ, and therefore to the redefinition of the 4d Planck mass. As N sp grows rapidly with σ, it soon dominates the contribution to M P , which quickly grows to infinity along the trajectory.
Needless to say, the behaviour M p → ∞ goes against the initial motivation to take the specific trajectory (2.4) and, in general, against the philosophy of the Swampland
Program. The most natural way to circumvent this problem and have a finite 4d Planck mass for each value of σ is to redefine the value of the string scale accordingly. In the region in which M P,corr M P,cl this amounts to impose that
where M P is fixed and M s and N sp depend on σ. If on the contrary one insists to keep the string scale fixed, (3.5) provides a lower bound for the 4d Planck mass in terms of N sp .
Remarkably, the rhs of this expression is similar to the one defining the species scale Λ s at which, in the presence of a large number of particle states N sp , gravity becomes strongly coupled [64] . In our setup the number of particles is essentially replaced by the number of instantons that contribute to the divergence of the corrected Planck mass, while the cut-off scale Λ < Λ s at which the effective field theory must break down is identified with the string scale. In general, whenever the relation (3.4) is valid with N sp a rapidly growing function along a trajectory in field space, the above reasoning will apply.
As N sp grows, either one decreases the string scale or the 4d Planck mass grows like its square root.
Removing the infinite distance
At the classical level the metric of M IIB HM restricted to the coordinates (τ 2 , z a ) reads
where φ 4 is the classical four-dimensional dilaton and the metric along the Kähler coordinates is computed via a Kähler potential
We then obtain
By construction, the trajectory (2.4) leaves invariant the classical 4d dilaton, and so the first factor of (3.6) will not contribute to the path length. Such length is computed by taking the tangent vector along the trajectory, namely 9) and plugging it into the second factor of (3.6), obtaining a constant norm
, which is a requirement for a geodesic path. Integrating ∂ σ z over the range (0, ∞) is equivalent to compute the proper classical distance of the corresponding direction in field space, which is obviously infinite.
However, as we proceed along the trajectory, the effect of D1/D(-1)-instantons will become more and more relevant, and will significantly modify the classical metric. As discussed in Appendices C and D, one may capture the asymptotic behaviour of this metric by simply replacing χ cl → χ in the above Ansatz, which implies taking K = −2φ 4 = logχ.
Then one obtains that, asymptotically
Notice that the asymptotic behaviour of the quantum corrected metric is the same as for the classical metric (3.8), up to the correction given by . Recall that, by the discussion of the previous subsection, this correction is by construction always non-vanishing, or else we would not be capturing the set of instantons that become relevant as we proceed along the trajectory. More precisely, for consistency it must be that this parameter lies in the range 0 < ≤ 1/2, see also the discussion in Appendix C.
In the corrected metric, the trajectory (2.4) is not strictly speaking a geodesic, because the norm of the velocity vector is no longer constant. Instead we have that 11) and that this contribution dominates the vector length for sufficiently large values of σ.
In this region, the parametrisation that gives a velocity vector of constant norm is instead 12) with ρ ∈ [0, 1]. As the domain of the new parameter is now bounded, the decompactification limit -which now corresponds to ρ = 0 -no longer is at infinite distance in field space. In terms of ρ the Kähler coordinate metric near this point reads
Finally, from the results of Appendix C one may extract the kinetic terms for the periodic fields τ 1 and c a which, in the regimes where D1/D(-1)-instanton effects are irrelevant, can be considered as axions of the compactification. The decay constant of these would-be axions evaluated at zero vev is given by
14) − )σ used above to define can be rewritten as
This is reminiscent of the electric Weak Gravity Conjecture for axions f S ≤ M P [4] , which can be rewritten as S −1 ≥ f /M P . Indeed, recall that (3.16) selects those k 0 and k a that corresponds to instantons whose action is small enough to have a significant contribution to χ. Because increasing (k 0 , k a ) lowers S −1 , eq.(3.16) can be interpreted as a lower bound for S −1 in terms of f /M P , much in the spirit of the WGC. Notice that, remarkably, this statement is made in terms of quantum corrected quantities f , M P and not in terms their classical counterparts. For the latter, one could have already made this observation directly by inspecting (2.15).
While τ 1 and c a can only be considered periodic coordinates in the quantum corrected metric, the scalars c 0 and d a are still axions, since the instantons that would break their shift symmetry are negligible in the limit ρ = 0. The corresponding decay constants arẽ
17)
which vanish as ρ → 0. As these are isometries of M IIB HM , they a priori represent global symmetries in the 4d effective field theory, in conflict with standard wisdom [65, 66] . However, in the same limit where they become exact symmetries, 4d strings become tensionless, as we now turn to discuss.
Tensionless strings
Just like when proceeding along the trajectory (2.4) several towers of D1/D(-1)-instantons dramatically decrease their action, the same is true for the tension of certain D-strings.
In particular, bound states of D3/D1-branes wrapping holomorphic cycles are seen as 4d strings which, in the limit σ → ∞, become tensionless.
3 It is in fact instructing to analyse the behaviour of their (classical) tension in the quantum corrected trajectory (3.12). The tensions of a D1-brane pointlike in X and a D3-brane wrapping a holomorphic 2-cycle of X is given by
19)
where we have used eq.(C.17) to relate the string scale with the corrected Planck scale.
In both cases, for 0 < ≤ 1/2 the exponent of ρ is positive, and so these tensions decrease to zero as we reach the limit ρ → 0.
Let us now compare these tensions with the decay constants of the axions which are magnetically charged under each of these strings. One finds that 22) in agreement with the magnetic version of the Weak Gravity Conjecture for axions [17, 67] (see also [68] ), with an intriguing extra factor of ρ. In this sense, one may interpret
as the cut-off scale of the effective field theory, lying below √ T D3 and M s . As this cut-off approaches zero at the same point where the field space metric becomes singular, it is tempting to speculate whether the tensionless string states may have a similar role to the massless hypermultiplet in the conifold case, and if they could also shed light into the asymptotics of the axion decay constants (3.14) and (3.15) which, despite instanton effects, still become infinite at ρ = 0.
One important question in this respect is the precise spectrum of tensionless strings and the corresponding excitations that may affect the hypermultiplet metric. First, the complete set of stable bound states is not obvious to determine, even if one resorts to monodromy arguments [12, 28] . Second, in this regime the tension of the strings could be modified by the same non-perturbative effects that removed the infinite distance, and this could in turn prevent some D3/D1-strings to become tensionless. Because of the magnetic version of the WGC for axions, one would expect at least some D-strings to become tensionless, given that the rhs of (3.21) and (3.22) are computed for quantum corrected quantities. Finally, one should understand which subset of massive states should be integrated out to connect with physics at the IR scale.
In any event, it would be interesting to see if the effect of tensionless strings can be incorporated to that of instantons, perhaps via some dual description of our setup. This could involve performing an SL(2, Z) transformation to a weakly coupled regime, in which the tensionless D1-strings become fundamental strings. Alternatively, one could consider a chain of dualities that maps the tensionless D3-strings into tensionless fundamental strings, much in the spirit of [16, 18, 25] . Indeed, notice that the appearance of tensionless D3-strings in our setup is reminiscent of the constructions in [16, 18, 25] upon replacing the vanishing gauge coupling constants by infinite axion decay constants. Therefore, it would be interesting to see the result of combining both pictures, a problem to which we hope to return in the future. 
D-particles and emergence
where g 4 = e φ 4 . Here e K/2 |Z k Λ | is the normalised central charge function that depends on the complexified Kähler moduli z a and that, when we compactify type IIA on X, governs the mass of the D-particles, see [24] . Clasically, we thus find that the magnitude of the instanton correction |e −S m,k Λ | depends on the coordinates corresponding to the first two factors in (3.23). We may thus conceive two types of infinite geodesics, under which the D-instanton corrections behave quite differently:
and the same is true for the NS5-brane instanton. In the large volume region one may also neglect α and g s corrections and describe the trajectory classically. We thus find an infinite trajectory in which M s /M P M s /M P,cl = e −φ 4 tends to zero exponentially. The SDC is satisfied by the tower of string states.
-φ 4 constant, z a approach infinite distances in ds Therefore, for each tower of D-particles that becomes massless exponentially fast along an infinite trajectory in ds 2 VM,IIA we will have a tower of towers of instantons whose action will have the same behaviour. We can therefore borrow the results in [12, 20, 24] to conclude that at infinite distance points of this sort the D-instanton corrections may substantially modify the moduli space metric. Finally, if φ 4 is fixed at a large enough value, the NS5-instanton effects will be negligible.
The trajectory (2.4) can be seen as a particular case of these (classical) infinite distance trajectories, in which D1/D(-1)-instantons effects become dominant over all other corrections to the classical metric. It seems reasonable to expect that, in all of these cases, the D-instanton quantum corrections to 4d dilaton dominate over the others, and one obtains a relation of the form (3.5), with N sp growing exponentially fast along the trajectory. Then, if the distance remains of infinite length after quantum corrections, the SDC would be satisfied by the tower of fundamental string states. In fact, quite probably there will be further 4d strings whose tension in 4d Planck units decay even faster, as it happens in eqs.(3.21), (3.22) in our example. Then there will be several towers of string excitations satisfying the Swampland Distance Conjecture.
On the contrary it could occur that the same result found for (2.4) applies to other trajectories, namely that the instanton effects render finite the classically infinite length.
If this was true for all the infinite distance trajectories of this kind then, naively, in the quantum corrected hypermultiplet moduli space only the direction φ 4 → ∞ would remain of infinite distance. It would be very interesting to gather further evidence on whether this may actually be the case.
One interesting direction to gain some intuition on this matter would be to apply the c-map to the above setup, in order to interpret it in terms of D-particles. In order to do so, one must further compactify the theory on a circle, and apply T-duality along such new compact direction. One then obtains type IIA compactified on X × S 1 , where the corresponds to the radius of the circle. In fact by T-duality one obtains the relation [73] In this sense, our result could interpreted as that, unlike in 4d, towers of light particles in 3d do not necessarily generate infinite distances. In fact, it would be very interesting to show whether no infinite distances exist or emerge in the IR moduli space of 3d quantum gravitational theories. If such infinite distances were absent in both cases, it would not only constitute further evidence for the Emergence Proposal, but it would also provide an interesting extension of the SDC for the three-dimensional case. Indeed, one would then conclude that the SDC is trivially satisfied in 3d Minkowski. There would be no infinite distances because there is no infinite tower of particles that could become light when approaching them.
Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed the hypermultiplet moduli space metric of type II string CY compactifications, along a large volume, strong coupling trajectory. At the classical level, such a trajectory is of infinite distance, and corresponds to a decompactification limit in F/M-theory. At the quantum corrected level, the metric is heavily modified as we proceed along the trajectory, rendering such a decompactification limit at finite distance.
The microscopic mechanism behind this effect is an infinite amount of D-instantons with rapidly decreasing action as we proceed along the trajectory. Their effect on the metric can be codified in the contact potential (2.18), which in addition measures the evolution of the quotient M s /M P along the said trajectory. We find that this quotient vanishes at the trajectory endpoint, even if it is at finite distance. If M P is kept fixed then the string scale must be lowered as we proceed along the trajectory, and if M s is kept fixed then gravity effectively decouples at the trajectory endpoint. In hindsight, this seems a rather One can then borrow the results of [12, 20, 24] to argue that at each infinite distance point there are towers of towers of instantons with vanishing action, and therefore significant corrections to the classical metric. In this paper we have considered a particular, universal geodesic of classical infinite distance and shown that, upon taking into account the relevant D-instanton effects, the distance is rendered finite in the quantum corrected metric. A natural extension of this analysis would be to consider other trajectories of this sort, for instance by using SL(2, Z) duality and the Fourier-Mukai transform to access infinite distance points at weak coupling and/or small volume, as in [24] . For these remaining trajectories it could be that the infinite distance is also removed by quantum corrections.
Alternatively, it could happen that it is only removed for some of them, perhaps depending of the type of infinite distance according to the classification in [12, 20, 24] . In either case, it seems quite reasonable that the Swampland Distance Conjecture is satisfied for each of the trajectories. Indeed, even if the infinite distance is not removed, the reasoning taking us to the relation (3.4) should still apply. As this result implies a string scale decreasing exponentially fast along the trajectory, it provides a tower of string resonances satisfying the conjecture. In fact, one would expect that even a lower tower of 4d D-string resonances is present in these regions, satisfying the magnetic Weak Gravity Conjecture for axions not only in the classical metric but also in the quantum corrected one, as we checked in our example. Finally, if quantum corrections are able to remove infinite distance points, they may also change the curvature around them. Indeed, one of the conjectures of [5] states that around points of infinite distance the scalar curvature must be negative, this being related with the volume of the moduli space being finite. It would be interesting to see if the removal of such points is connected to a change in the local curvature.
This picture also provides further support for the recent Emergence Proposal [3, 12, 13, 29, 30] . Indeed, as discussed in section 3.4, for the infinite geodesics with constant fourdimensional dilaton the relevant D-instanton effects that correct the metric significantly should be captured, via the c-map, in the one-loop effects of a tower of 3d virtual particles.
In fact, the most relevant terms of the whole quantum corrected metric should correspond to the IR metric generated by such one-loop corrections.
Finally, another important direction would be to check if similar effects can occur in the context of N = 1 compactifications. There the general corrections to the Kähler metrics are less understood, but some of them may be analysed in certain constructions.
In particular it would be interesting to see if towers of non-perturbative effects become relevant near infinite distance points in Calabi-Yau orientifold compactifications, whose
Kähler metrics can be partially understood in terms of the ones analysed here. As in this context non-perturbative effects are oftentimes invoked to achieve realistic features, understanding their interplay with quantum gravity could be essential to sharpen the predictive power of the string Landscape.
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A The c-map
In this appendix, we review the c-map construction [42, 43] 
B The conifold limit
The intuition for resolving the infinite distance in the hypermultiplet moduli space of type IIB CY compactifications is based on the same physical principle that resolves the conifold singularity in the same moduli space [40] . In this appendix we discuss the resolution of the conifold singularity of the type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space due to D1/D(-1)-brane instantons, following a slightly different approach to the one taken in [61] .
Consider the instanton corrected expression for the Kähler potential of the type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space (2.7) and let us focus in this appendix on the case h 1,1 (X) = 1 with a single complexified Kähler modulus z. The moduli space conifold singularity now corresponds to z → 0 which we want approach in the weak-coupling limit τ 2 → ∞ while keeping τ 2 z finite. In this limit, the classical contribution to the Kähler potential, being proportional to the volume, vanishes while worldsheet and D-brane instantons become important.
The perturbative, α and worldsheet instanton corrections to the Kähler potential read
where Li k is the k'th Polylogarithm. The contribution of the worldsheet instantons to the hypermultiplet metric is then given by
where the . . . represent subleading terms that we disregard here.
The other important contribution to the metric comes from the D1-brane instantons.
As argued in appendices C and D, in the regions of the moduli space where only D (-1) and/or D1-instantons become very relevant, one may capture their effect on the metric by means of the expression (C.3). In the following we will demonstarate this observation in the simple case of the conifold, recovering the results of [61] from it.
The instantons that become important in the conifold limit wrap the S 2 that shrinks to zero size at the conifold point. For these D1-brane instantons in the limit k → 0 the argument of the Bessel function K 0
is clearly dominated by the instanton with D(-1) charge k 0 = 0. Hence the leading piece of the hypermultiplet moduli space metric close to the conifold point at z → 0 is given by
where ζ is the axion obtained by reducing the RR 2-form over the shrinking S 2 . This result for the metric agrees with what was found for the conifold metric in [41] in the mirror dual type IIA hypermultiplet moduli space and can be re-expressed as
which is regular as z → 0 .
We thus observe that the logarithmic divergence of the field-space metric near the conifold point, as caused by the worldsheet instantons, gets resolved by the corrections due to D1-brane instantons.
C Quantum corrected metric components
In this section we collect the expressions for the relevant components of the hypermultiplet moduli space metric as calculated from χ, seen as a Kähler potential. We are mainly interested in the contributions to the metric that are non-negligible in the large volume/strong coupling limit considered in Section 2.
Classically, the metric on the entire hypermultiplet can be calculated from the Kähler potential χ cl along the Kähler submanifold spanned by the complexified Kähler coordinates z a . This metric, up to order one constants, is given by [43] 
where recall that
and χ cl is the type IIB 4d dilaton, given by (2.8). The metric g ab for the complexified
Kähler moduli can be obtained by taking derivatives with respect to the Kähler potential
We now consider the same Ansatz but, instead of using χ cl , we apply it to the quantum corrected, SL(2,Z)-invariant 4d dilaton χ in (2.7), and more precisely to the expression (2.16) that is relevant in the limit taken in section 2. Following this approach, the metric components along the Kähler coordinates are
which to great extent specifies the metric (C.1), and in particular the length of the trajectory (2.4). The other relevant contribution comes from the first factor in (C.1).
Recall that at the classical level the 4d dilaton ∼ χ cl. stays constant along (2.4), and so this term does not contribute to the path length. As discussed in the main text, this changes dramatically once that D1/D(-1)-instanton effects are taken into account. One may compute this contribution by rewriting the first term in (C.1) as
where χ as a function of σ is directly obtained from (2.16)
Here we have introduced the function f (σ) that captures the entire σ dependence of χ.
We can now evaluate ∂ σ χ and obtain
which can now be inserted into (C.4) to obtain the said contribution to the path length.
To analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the metric components (C.3) and (C.4) in the limit (2.4), let us first rewrite the sums over the Bessel functions K 0 and K 1 by performing a Poisson resummation over the integer m. We therefore use
is the cosine Fourier transform. The sum over m containing the Bessel function K 1 (. . . )
can thus be rewritten as
For the sum containing the Bessel function K 0 (. . . ) we can use the Ooguri-Vafa metric close to the conifold (B.5) and (B.4) to find
Using these expressions, we want to analyse what happens in the large volume, strong coupling limit (2.4) for which a tower of instantons has asymptotically vanishing action
We first focus on the g z azb component of the metric, and in particular on the term proportional to 1/χ in (C.3). The first term within the brackets, which originates from the classical contribution to χ, scales in this limit as
For analysing the second and third terms we will restrict to the regions of moduli space where k Λ ζ Λ ∈ Z, which is also the case analysed in the main text and Appedix D. In this case, the constant or logarithmic part are not the leading contribution to the RHS of (C.9) and (C.10) anymore since now the m = k Λ ζ Λ ∈ Z term in the sum dominates, which in the limit (2.4) scales like
Using the scaling behaviour (C.12), we find
We are thus left with evaluating the sum over the k Λ . Recall from section 3.1 that the maximal allowed values for the D1/D(-1) charges of the instantons that contribute to the prepotential are given by
We can now evaluate the sum above, which can be divided into two sums depending on
The scaling for the metric component (C.4) can be deduced along the same lines. In particular one can see that in the limit (2.4) this term scales as
With the help of these scalings of the metric components associated to the saxionic coordinates of the hypermultiplet moduli space, we can also infer the decay constants for the periodic fields. We again use (C.1) to compute the the matrix of axion decay constants for the axions c a and d a . The diagonal elements scale like
in units of the corrected Planck mass. As before, one can derive these results from a direct computation of the metric, as we discuss in the Appendix D. The same analysis can be used to compute the decay constants for the remaining axions which, unlike the others, do not fit into the metric Ansatz (C.1). One instead finds that
with the first and second lines being the decay constants for τ 1 and c 0 , respectively.
D Instantons in type IIA CY compactifications
In this work we have mostly focused on the type IIB hypermultiplet moduli space of a CY X. However, a similar reasoning can be applied to the hypermultiplet moduli space 
The coordinates of the complex structure moduli space are now defined via the periods of the holomorphic 3-form Ω of Y over these 3-cycles
In the same basis of 3-cycles, the 3-form axions are given by
Applying the mirror map to the SL(2, Z)-completed expression for χ in the IIB hypermultiplet moduli space, one obtains the corresponding expression for the IIA hypermultiplet moduli space [53] 
where the coordinate R is the mirror dual of the IIB dilaton τ 2 and K(z,z) = 2Im z ΛF Λ is the classical Kähler potential in complex structure moduli space. Moreover,
is the Euler characteristic of the mirror Y of X and we have defined
Finally, the instanton measure Ω γ counts the number of special Lagrangian 3-cycles ho-
The large volume/strong coupling limit analysed in the type IIB setup now translates into the large complex structure limit, as can easily be seen by looking at t a ≡ Imz a in the limit
For l Λ = 0, i.e. the case where the D2-brane instantons only wrap A-cycles, the instanton action thus scales like
Hence, we identify our case to be correspond to d = 3 in the language of [12] and we see that, as in the IIB case, there are towers of instantons which have an asymptotically vanishing action.
The metric for the type IIA hypermultiplet moduli space for the case of purely electrically charged D2-brane instantons, i.e. l Λ = 0, has already been calculated in [78] . In the following we review their result and analyse the behaviour of the metric in the particular limit (D.7). As in the IIB case in the main text, we consider a path on the hypermultiplet moduli space along which the vevs for the periodic coordinates vanish, which simplifies the analysis of the metric significantly.
In general, the function χ IIA can be used to calculate the metric on the so-called twistor space Z associated to the hypermultiplet moduli space M HM . Z is a CP 1 bundle over M HM with connection given by the SU(2) part of the the Levi-Civita connection on M HM . The Kähler-Einstein metric for the twistor space can be written as
where t is a complex coordinate on CP 1 and ν sets the curvature of M HM . The 1-form Dt is given by
where the p * are the components of the SU(2) connection on M. The Kähler potential for the twistor space reads
In [78] the metric is however not calculated directly from χ IIA , but by exploiting the SU(2) connection underlying the quaternionic Kähler geometry which is given by
Here, the functions J ( , ) γ are twistorial integrals given by
where l γ is a "BPS ray" on CP 1 and σ γ = ±1 which, for instantons with only electric charges, can be chosen to be +1. Note that the functions on the right are the derivatives of the funcitons on the left. Furthermore, we introduced Ξ γ which in our case (vanishing vevs for the axion fields) is given by
Next, we note that our expression for χ IIA actually corresponds to the type IIA 4d dilaton r which in terms of the J γ functions can be written as
Comparing this expression with (D.4), we can express the functions J γ in terms of sums over Bessel functions:
This identification can also be seen by using the representation of the Bessel function 17) and using that log (
. In particular we can rewrite the instanton part of (D.15) as
where for simplicity we have set Θ γ = 0 -which is also the case considered below -and defined
Using (D.17), we then see that
which reduces to the expression in (D.4) upon inserting α m and β m .
To find the metric on the hypermultiplet moduli space it suffices to know the triplet of quaternionic 2-forms on the quaternionic manifold. This can be expressed through the SU(2) connection as 19) and so ω 3 is for instance given by
For a given compatible almost complex structure J 3 , the metric can be calculated from
This almost complex structure can be specified by choosing a basis of (1,0)-forms. A suitable set in this case is given by [78] dz a ,
Using (D.20) and (D.12) as well as the basis of (1,0)-forms, one can show that ω 3 can be written as (cf. eq. (B.37) of [78] )
where a new (1,0)-formΣ has been introduced, which in terms of the above basis readŝ In fact, since we are just interested in the directions in which the RR-fields do not change, we may project the above (1,0)-forms onto their components corresponding to complex structure and dilaton directions. The corresponding components ofΣ arê
Here U is given by [78] 
where M ΛΣ is the inverse matrix of 27) and the vector v Λ is given by
Reading off the metric for the non-periodic directions from (D.23), one finds that it can be split into four parts
The first one is given by
which contains the metric along the r direction and the dz a dz b components that go with 1/r 2 . The next part of the metric contains all the terms that go like 1/r:
The third part of the metric comes from the last term in (D.23) and includes terms that go like 1/(rU ): We thus see that all terms of the metric including dR go like 1/r 2 unlike the terms in For this we will use that in the presence of D(-1)/D1-brane instantons, the quantum corrected mirror map coincides with the classical one except for the axionsζ Λ [79] , whose vev is however set to zero in the following.
Let us first focus on the metric components along z a , which correspond to (C.3). We start with the part of the metric ds 
We saw in appendix C that the IIB expression above is the leading contribution to the metric in our limit. Thus, to leading order, the approximation for the metric in the IIB case in appendix C has the same behaviour as the exact result in the IIA case, as long as the terms in ds IIA exact result IIB Kähler potential approximation
to analyze the behaviour of these contributions, to make sure that they do not dominate over the part that is already present in the Ansatz (C.1). The functional dependence of the terms in (D.33) suggests that they have the same behaviour as dr 2 /r 2 , since they can be written as the pull-back of log r: (D.35)
Therefore in the limit (D.7) these terms scale similarly to dr 2 /r 2 . We can then conclude that the Ansatz (C.1) also captures the leading behaviour of the exact metric in the limit (D.7) along the direction R.
So far, we have only investigated the metric components for the dilaton and the complex structure moduli z a . In the main text, we are also interested in the metric components quadratic in the RR fields since, classically, these correspond to the decay constants of the corresponding axions. We first focus on the RR fields ζ Λ arising from reducing the IIA 3-form along the A-cycles. In this case, we directly use the expression for the metric found in [78] . This metric contains to leading order two terms quadratic in dζ Λ that are induced fully by the instanton corrections. The first term arises from 36) and the second term is given by
where we recall that M ΛΣ is the inverse of (D.27) which in our limit is dominated by the instanton contribution. Since we are only interested in the scaling behaviour of the metric component quadratic in the RR fields, we can approximate the above expression by
Thus comparing with the result for the metric components quadratic in the Kähler moduli, we see that the metric g ζζ behaves to leading order in our limit like
Here, g z ΛzΣ reduces to the leading contribution of g z azb for (Λ, Σ) = (a, b) and in analogy to the leading expression for g z azb we further defined the components g z 0z0 ≡
γ q 0 q 0 and similar for g z 0za even though they do not correspond to metric components for physical field. We note that (D.39) is reminiscent of the expression for the components quadratic in the RR field of the classical IIB hypermultiplet moduli space metric given by (C.1).
From the term on the lhs of (D.37) we can also infer the behaviour of the decay constants of the axionsζ Λ obtained by reducing the IIA 3-form along the B-cycles. We obtain to leading order in our limit
where we used in the last step that the term in bracket resembles the leading contribution to the metric component quadratic in the complexified Kähler moduli. Here, g z ΛzΣ is to be understood as the inverse of the g z ΛzΣ defined above. Again the above result shows that the quantum corrected decay constants for theζ Λ have, to leading order, a similar dependence on g zz as the classical decay constants in (C.1).
To sum up, in the IIA case we also have towers of instantons becoming very relevant due to their small action in the large complex structure limit. By directly computing the quantum corrected metric, one finds that its leading behaviour reproduces the one obtained in Appendix C by adapting the classical metric Ansatz (C.1) to the type IIB SL(2, Z)-invariant 4d dilaton. As such, the analysis of the main text applies to this case as well, and the classical infinite distance along (D.7) is resolved by quantum corrections.
